
P. Habitat description for each point (within the nearest 
50m).  
 
Route No.: _____________ 
 
Data is registered via the web site https://hekkefuglovervakingen.nina.no/ (If necessary, it can 
be sent by email to your regional manager, addresses are on the website). If the point has been 
recommended to be omitted, this is indicated in the checkbox on the form used for recording 
habitat on the web page. 
 
It is only recorded in the first year, in subsequent years only extensive changes are reported.  
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Habitat TYPE within the nearest 50m:  
1.  Spruce (dominant) without bush covering. 
2.  Spruce (dominant) with bush covering. 
3.  Pine forest (dominant) without bush covering. 
4.  Pine forest (dominant) with bush covering. 
5.  Deciduous (dominant) without bush covering. 
6.  Deciduous (dominant) with bush covering. 
7.  Mixed forest (approximately equal amount of deciduous and conifer) without bush covering. 
8.  Mixed forest (approximately equal amount of deciduous and conifer) with bush covering. 
9.  Scrub with deciduous shrubs and trees (<5m). 

https://hekkefuglovervakingen.nina.no/


 
10.  Scrub with juniper shrubs and conifers (<5m). 
11.  Felled area. 
12.  Peat marsh with scattered pine. 
13.  Open marsh below the tree line. 
14.  Salt marsh. 
15.  Cultivated land. 
16.  Pastures in use with or without a few shrubs/trees. 
17.  Pastures in use with scattered shrubs and trees. 
18.  Rural settlements (houses, farmyards, gardens). 
19.  Parkland. 
20.  Urban areas. 
21.  Mountain Birch forest. 
22.  Low alpine mountainous (from the tree line to the upper continuous blueberry heathland). 
23.  Mid alpine mountain (from upper continuous blueberry heathland to where plant cover becomes patchy). 
24.  High alpine mountain (mountains dominated by rock, scree, ice and only thinly spread/discontinuous plant cover). 
25.  Coastal heathland. 
26.  Other (specify type in the notes field for internet reporting). 
27.  Mixture of natural habitats (give more details in the notes field for internet reporting). 
28.  Freshwater. 
29.  Sea. 
30.  Lowland scree. 
31.  Road, parking area, quarry, racecourse, etc. 
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